Patrol Middle East

U.N. to mobilize special forces

by Bruce W. Munn

UNITED NATIONS (U.P.)--The Security Council voted 14-0 Thursday to send a U.N. emergency force of thousands of men to the Middle East after the Soviet delegation bowed to U.S. pressure to exclude any Big Five troops from the force.

The five permanent members of the Council are the United States, Soviet Union, China, France and Britain. All are nuclear powers and their exclusion represented a victory for U.S. diplomacy over Egypt's demand that Moscow and Washington send troops.

The United States rejected the Egyptian request immediately when it was made Wednesday, but Soviet Ambassador Yakov A. Malik said the Egyptian request was "just and fair."

The Soviet side took a positive view toward this demand. Malik said Thursday, "But taking into account the position of the non-aligned powers and Egypt, our delegation will not insist on participation."

The peace-keeping resolution was offered originally by eight non-aligned powers and was to have been discussed at 10:30 a.m. EDT. However, the vote was delayed until afternoon while the United States won approval of its amendment excluding the Big Five.

Whether the change of position of the Soviet delegation represented a change in Soviet policy remained to be seen.

The measure passing Thursday in effect recreates the 5,000 man United Nations Emergency Force that patrolled the uneasy Mideast Peace for 10 years prior to the 1967 Six Day War. That force was stationed in Egypt because Israel refused to have it on its soil. It was withdrawn by Secretary General U Thant at demand of then Egyptian President Gamal Abdel Nasser just before the Six Day War started. It was understood the new force, expected to run into thousands of men, would be under sole control of the Security Council and removable only at its discretion.

Kissinger who met with Nixon and the National Security Council until late Wednesday night, said Arab-Israeli negotiations for a peace settlement could begin "in a matter of a few weeks" if Soviet-American diplomatic initiatives in the United Nations are successful.

chances for peace promising

The chances for a Middle East peace "are quite promising," he said, and "it is an opportunity that the great powers have no right to permit to pass." He urged the Russians to continue to cooperate through action in the United Nations.

As of Thursday morning, Kissinger said, "we are not talking of a missile crisis situation...we are talking of a situation in which only 72 hours ago we were introducing joint resolutions."

"We do not consider ourselves in confrontation with the Soviet Union," he said, but "cooperative action precludes unilateral action."

Kissinger said the United States would be willing to provide "some personnel" to a U.N. team of truce observers in the war zone, whose duty would be to report cease-fire violations to the U.N. Security Council and to "aid the parties in taking care of humanitarian concerns."

But he firmly rejected any idea of U.S. or Soviet participation in a peace-keeping force, which presumably would intervene in the event renewed fighting erupted.
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The Big Green Irish Defense will be zeroing in on Number 28, Anthony Davis Saturday, but unlike Sorin Hall's dummy that they hung in effigy Thursday, the Irish "D" will be shooting for the real thing.
WASHINGTON (UPI)—President Nixon postponed a Watergate report to the nation Thursday for the second consecutive day because of what the White House described as his almost total absorption with the Middle East.

WASHINGTON (UPI)—Many members of Congress put impeachment talk aside and rallied to President Nixon's support Thursday, but some others were suspicious that the worldwide alert of U.S. forces was calculated to divert attention from Watergate.

WASHINGTON (UPI)—Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger said, "It is a symptom of what is happening to our country that it could even be suggested" the U.S. military alert was a tactic to divert attention from President Nixon's domestic problems.

WASHINGTON (UPI)—Food retailers and processors last month passed on to consumers on $24 of a potential $56 drop in the annual rate cost of a typical food market basket, an Agriculture Department report showed Thursday.

The run leads to Route 2 which be an impossible task for almost Jungworth prepares for his big run Sunday by working out daily. (Staff Photo by Ed Brower).

Jungworth hopes to raise $100, but up to now, little money has been pledged due to lack of publicity.

The run will begin Sunday at 7 a.m. from the arch of Lyons Hall. The route leads to Route 3 which Jungworth will follow all the way to Valparaiso University, exactly 50 miles from Lyons. Running 50 miles non-stop would be an impossible task for almost anyone, but Jungworth has experience in running long distances. He has run in four marathons, which are always 26 miles long, and has completed each one. The marathon runs were: the Paavo Nurmi Marathon, twice, the Freedom Day Marathon, and the Boston Marathon. His average time was about three and one-half hours. To get in shape for the trek Sunday, Bob has run 5 to 10 miles everyday, for the last three weeks. Anyone wishing to donate to or work for the United Fund should call Jungworth or Bill Sullivan, at 7803, anytime.
Professors criticize firing of Cox

by Terry Keene
Staff Reporter

President Nixon's firing of Watergate Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox last Saturday has drawn severe criticism from numerous university professors despite the President's decision to release the Watergate tapes on Tuesday. Included in the criticism were calls for the House of Representatives to pursue impeachment proceedings.

"My immediate reaction to the events of the weekend was to write my Congressman telling him to impeach Nixon," said Robert Kerby, assistant professor of history. "The release of the tapes has not substantially changed my opinion."

Government Professor Perri Arnold was less emphatic about impeachment. "We should all be troubled by an administration, by the political turmoil it has caused itself," he explained. "The roots are not only domestic but international. We have three more years of this. I'm not at all sure that impeachment isn't preferable."

John Roos of the government department foresees no impeachment so long as no further evidence implicates the president. "It's a dynamic situation," Roos observed. "If nothing else happens, the chances are very, very small, almost infinitesimal, that there will be a successful impeachment."

Arnold expressed similar sentiments. He warned that although the House will most likely not impeach the President after the release of the tapes, future discoveries about the alleged dirty deal, the Vesco case or the ITT scandal may force the issue.

"The House won't go the impeachment route now," he said. "Just because the tape issue has been resolved, doesn't mean impeachment disappears."

Grounds for Impeachment

The professors disagreed on what grounds the president can be impeached. The Constitution specifies that the president can be impeached for treason, bribery, and other high crimes and misdemeanors.

Charles Rice, Notre Dame law professor, sees no Presidential action that can be categorized as impeachable.

"I don't think it's impeachable conduct merely to dismiss his subordinates. I don't think they can impeach him simply because he produced a compromise on the tape situation," noted Rice. "Of course the point is moot because he has turned over the tapes."

Arnold observed that the president was under the threat of impeachment before he released the tapes because he had been under court order to turn the tapes over to Chief U.S. District Court Judge John Sirica.

"Nixon's position on Saturday was utterly in disregard of a court order. He had hanging over him a contempt citation which is a crime that could have led to his impeachment," Arnold said.

Arnold believes that although impeachment grounds seem to have dissipated, political considerations may prove sufficient grounds.

"We aren't sure what the Constitution means by 'high crimes and misdemeanors.' Impeachment is intertwined with political considerations. It is essentially a political judgment by Congress," Arnold argued.

Dean Thomas Shaffer of the Law School was uncertain about the constitutional basis for impeachment. "It's a hard question to answer," he said. "The House must decide what the Constitution means."

New Special Prosecutor

Shaffer believes that the Watergate investigation must be conducted by a lawyer outside the executive branch. He predicted that either Judge Sirica or the Congress would appoint a new special prosecutor.

Ross cited the necessity of public confidence in the investigation as justification for continuing the office of special prosecutor.

Rice favored the idea of a new prosecutor, but was skeptical about how he could be appointed by the Congress or the courts.

Foul Nomination

The professors agreed that the nomination of Gerald Ford as vice-president would remain unfruitful.

"I think the Democratic leadership is sensitive to being charged with holding Ford's nomination hostage," said Roos. He observed that if Nixon were impeached now, Speaker of the House Carl Albert, a Democrat, would be president.

Kerby emphasized the need to improve the method of selecting a vice-president. "I think the Congress is going to be very bergy about the nomination. It's a weak nominee. If anything it's made crystal clear that we need a new way to choose vice-president."

If the professors agreed on one thing it was the gravity of the situation. Kerby remarked, "We are at a point right now where we shall either affirm that sovereignty belongs to the people and no individual is above it, or we shall be faced with a despotism."

Shaffer expressed confidence in the American people and their ability to govern themselves.

"The president has demonstrated a rather deep disrespect for law and the country has responded well."

Students to distribute impeachment petitions

by Zenon Bidentz
Staff Reporter

Student Government is currently drafting petitions calling for the immediate impeachment of President Nixon. Dennis Elieene, Student Body President, hopes the petitions will be ready for distribution some time Friday afternoon.

Elieene announced that Student Government was reacting to a Thursday afternoon request by Jean FitzSimon, a first year law student. He said that he agrees with her plea for action and added that her urging hastened Student Government's immediate action in this matter.

FitzSimon, an RA in Walsh Hall, said she was concerned with Nixon's handling of both the Watergate tapes issue and the Middle East situation, but was extremely upset over his recent military alert.

"I don't think the man is mentally balanced," she claimed. Referring to the apparently unexplained and unnecessary military alert, she added, "There is the possibility that it's a ploy by Nixon to draw attention away from the Watergate tapes, which, if true, is an irresponsible action and a dereliction of duty."

FitzSimon thinks the situation is worse than most people realize. Commenting on recent trip to Washington D.C., she said friends of hers who have served in the Diplomatic Corps for 25 years are quitting because they are afraid of what is going to happen this weekend."

(continued on page II)
Computers phase out STAR TREK

by Art Ferranti
Executive Editor

"Due to an inordinate number of Starships lost in recent months, Starfleet has withdrawn its base for repairs and regrouping. The computing center hopes you have enjoyed this game." So reads the computer about the mission of the Enterprise in the computer terminals throughout the campus when one has asked for the STAR TREK program.

Mr. Brian Walsh, the director of the computing center, said that the program has been temporarily cancelled due to the number of complaints from faculty members and students who, when they wished to use the terminals in the business building, O'Shaugnessy, the Library, or the computing center for classes or business, found the terminals filled with people playing STAR TREK.

"As many as 60-75 percent of the terminals would be programmed into STAR TREK," said Walsh. "It was probably the most used program at Notre Dame," he stated. The program was not destroyed. It will be made available as soon as possible for limited periods of time." Walsh speculated that the program would be continued at the beginning of next semester until it begins to hinder classes and faculty again.

Walsh said that one H. Campbell developed the game from the University of Wisconsin computing center. "It probably took him a few months to do it," said Walsh. Campbell programmed STAR TREK as an aid to learning programming so that he is now retained as a counselor to students using the new 1107 computer. Walsh said that Campbell had been originally assigned to 1107 maintenance but that crew has been phased out (no pun intended.)

The program followed the basic plot line of the television show. The operator commanded the U.S.S. Enterprise in combat with a Klingon warship. One had to allocate energy and figure battle tactics. The computer calculated the tactics of the Klingon.

For the record, the game could end four ways. The Enterprise could surrender, be destroyed, chase the Klingon into a neutral zone, or destroy the Klingon. The Ships Manual states that "the object is to destroy the Klingon. Not to follow Federation morals."

The Enterprise's five year mission is temporarily interrupted at N.D.

'Socially-oriented' idea rejected

by Tony Prosic
Staff Reporter

Administrators and hall rectors have reacted negatively to the Hall Presidents Council's proposal of "socially-oriented" student discipline. Commenting yesterday on the HPC's suggestion of volunteer social activity as a form of correction, several faculty members said they disapprove of linking social involvement with "socially-oriented" things because they have to don't wanting to.

"Vice President for Student Affairs Dr. Philip Faccenda said the problem is that people who do things because they have to don't always do as good a job as those who would normally be volunteer. That's a serious objection, but it's not insurmountable." Faccenda added that the "volunteer" plan, proposed to Dean of Students John Macheca at last Tuesday's HPC meeting, is an unnecessarily more effective than the dean's original proposal. Macheca had suggested revocation of such student privileges as volunteer work, peer discipline, peer counseling. "It's hard for me to picture anybody who is there against his will doing a good job.

Mr. Macheca has mentioned, I think, the possibility of using students for Project ID, where students' goods are being marked for security reasons," he noted. "That, to me, is a more promising kind of penalty.

"Worth trying" Fr. Thomas McNally, rector of Grace, says the plan is "well worth exploring.

"It will have to be implemented on the individual level," he commented, "but it is definitely worthwhile trying. This is an entirely different idea from revoking privileges. It involves working on behalf of others. There might be problems, but that doesn't rule out the idea."

A committee of hall presidents is planning to meet with Macheca to discuss the proposal. A date for the meeting has not been set.

won't work

Fr. David Schlawer, rector of Dillon Hall and Student Services director, which includes volunteer programs, says the plan probably won't work.

"I don't think volunteer work can ever be done under any sort of pressure," he explained. "It has to be a free action. The idea of expanding (discipline) alternatives is good. But when it comes to using service as a substitute for punishment, then I have to rebel at that thought.

The danger, he noted, is that the HPC program could become another unfair general policy, doing as much harm to the community as to individuals.

The HPC can debate it—that's fine," he continued. "But whether it can be used as policy is questionable. Using volunteer work as punishment will not work. On the other hand, exposing it as an option to expand people's horizons is a good thing.

Sorin Rector Fr. Richard Zane favors "work that a student can do with or without good will, requisite talent, or interest."
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Dr. Moser encourages women in labor force

Stanford Fellowship

Phelps receives award

by Pattie Conney
Staff Reporter

Digger Phelps, Notre Dame's varsity basketball coach, spoke to a crowd of about 200 students in the Stanford Keenan chapel, Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. After speaking to the students, Phelps received the Stanford Hall Fellowship Award.

Phelps emphasized the academic reputation of the university with reference to recruiting. "Academically we can compete with anyone," asserted Phelps. "Furthermore, no one wants to go to a school where they just pay people to come."

Phelps felt that it is important for athletes to stay in school despite offers from the professional leagues. Phelps used Austin Carr as an example of someone who should have quit school, but stayed to get his degree. "We encourage students to get the most out of their education here. If you fall by the wayside, that's just you and yourself. Students have to face the challenge of finding out for themselves what's going on in the outside world," Phelps said.

In referring to athletes, Phelps went on to say, "But don't think that you're going to be a supervixx the rest of your life." He used these statistics to drive home his point: last year out of 9,000 players available for the basketball draft, only 30 signed with the pros. "A player should be ready to do something with his life and that's why a degree is important," Phelps maintained.

In connection with recruiting Phelps said, "I won't waste time chasing after someone who won't be considered academically by the university."

Phelps spent time discussing the basketball team. "Our biggest problem this year is..." Phelps used the word "inside". The Big Ten poses a problem because among the road games are Northwestern, Kentucky, and Ohio State. Last year the team won only one Big Ten game away from home.

"I would rather play good teams that have a 2-4 record against bad teams," said Phelps in explaining his philosophy.

Fifty-one students tried out for the basketball team. Among them were four girls, "I thought these girls didn't have a chance at all, and that there should be a girls' team," Phelps responded.

Later during a question and answer session, Phelps was asked for his impressions of ND. "I think we have some of the most healthy student body here. There is room for athletes, yet it is in its place. The student body has real class," Phelps noted.

Another person asked Phelps what he referred to a "Phelps award" would be used against Bill Walton during the UCLA game. "You may not have heard, but Walton was stung by a bee this summer, and it almost killed him. If all the students come here that should take care of him," quipped Phelps.

Phelps also presented the Stanford Hall Fellowship Award to Soo Myung Lee, chairman of the event. Phelps was also given the Stanford Hall T-shirt.

"The philosophy behind having the award was to bring outside interests into the hall," explained Hall President, Jim Holihan.

The award resulted from a fourth floor section project. "We were assigned to select a hall fellow. The idea was to increase outside interest among the residents and to give them the opportunity to get acquainted with people they normally have access to. The project was designed for the benefit of the hall residents," commented Lee.
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Old Notre Dame wins over all

by Mike Creaney
Special to The Observer

Football is an old-fashioned game. Sure, the defenses are innovated--lined with seams, red-dogs, inverted, double free, rotations, fire games, and bump and run, but after weathering through all the rhetoric and jargon, the only thing that the defensive team that swarms and gang-tackles and reacts to the ball will do is hold it in their ear.

The offense, not to be left behind, has even more defenses, crack-backs, 2-stops, quicken, post patterns, and innumerable audibles. No one is confused; if you score more points than the other guy you win. Unlike many of the issues facing the personal and national con-
cir cường of these activities, the little grey law area in football, you either win or you lose. If that were
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USC meets in 'biggest game' all that glitters isn't gold.

By Vic Dorr
Sports Editor

Perhaps Willie Townsend said it best.

The senior wide receiver from Hamilton, Ohio, dragged his cleats across the practice area, and quickened his pace towards the practice area.

"For a moment, a moment, then offered a brief, succinct two-liner, "they thought I was a '42,'" he commented. "The time is here."

And for Notre Dame and Southern California, with the nation's highest-ranked college football teams for November 8.

The two teams will square off tomorrow afternoon in Notre Dame Stadium in front of a sellout crowd of 59,075 and a huge television audience, and will tussle for a berth in the 1973 National Championship game.

"I think we'll be ready," said Notre Dame head coach Ara Parseghian. "I think we're ready emotionally, physically, and mentally."

"We will," he countered, "be playing a Southern Cal team with great balance and outstanding skills. John's (McKay) team is well-coached, aggressive, and opportunistic. You can't afford to turn the ball over to them with three errors because they make you pay for it."

"Their tailbacks are very effective and its impossible to key on them with Haden ready to unload the ball to Swan or J.K. McKay."

There are plenty of players capable of making defensive mistakes and they can strike from any spot on the field."

Parseghian knows the dangers of giving the Trojans an early lead. His team had outside the out of the last home game, falling behind just 12 seconds into the first period. When Mckay returned the opening kickoff 99 yards for the first of three touchdowns."

The Irish need a gallant attempt to turn the course of the game in the next three quarters, but their comeback ran out of gas during the final stanza."

After a very long wait is over and Saturday we have a chance to repay our friends from the west coast. Through the past year the Irish coaches, players, and fans have been bearing a lot of talk about last year's game against Southern Cal. We've been bearled and the Irish can win the big one.

Yes, it's the reason we're playing. Notre Dame is the whole Notre Dame family. And in this week's article I thought I'd take you--the other members of the Notre Dame family--through our preparation week for the Southern Cal game.

It's October 21st, Sunday night, and the team is still talking about the Arizona State game. They are, however, still left the Irish looking towards the Southern Cal game. At the general meeting Ara says this: "We have got a lot of confidence in ourselves and we are still not ready."

So we have followed the regular pattern of watching the previous Saturday's game.

After hearing Ara say this, everyone's minds turned toward the coming "Trojan War." At this point, Ara gave a stimulating speech--so stimulating, in fact, that the team would have run towards the practice area.

The practice was tough with plenty of good, hard work by the whole team. I asked Mckay how the team looked after the practice. "They were ready to go."

It was a fan's dream because I knew that the offense was ready."

That night's film meeting went a little faster because we had watched the film outside.

We all realized that we did a really good job against them last year except for a few situations. We outgained them offensively and were all over the field defensively."

And we all saw in all we do that we couldn't have thrown a better pass."

We were all at hard practice the week. The team worked very hard and had a good day. We were very confident that we were as good--or better than SC--and ready to show it on Saturday."

Day after day our coaching staff got in over 400 plays and selected plays and blocking assignments for the game. We were very well prepared.

At any rate, all the talk is over and it's time to play ball. We're going to win and I'm sure it's going to be a good game. Go Irish! Beat Southern Cal!"
1972: SC's Davis demolishes ND

Davis, 97-yard kickoff return.

Davis, 1-yard run.

Davis, 5-yard run.

Davis, 4-yard run.

Davis, 56-yard kickoff return.

Davis, 8-yard run.